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Republic of the Philippines Date: t:TfV
Department of Education-Division of Cebu Province

Request for Publication of Vacant Positions Time: |6'WO
To: CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION (CSC)

I’VAty, "

We hereby request the publication of the following vacant positions, which are authorized to be filled, at the Department of Education - Division ofn̂ ebu Province inthirOSC v,ebsite:

Electronic copy to be submitted to the CSC EO must be in MS Excel
format

/
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MONINA SARA
V

M. OfMREJOS, MPA
Administrative Officer IV-HRMO %

Date:
)

Thursday, November 18, 2021

No. Position Title Plantilla Item No.
Salary/

Job/ Pay
Grade

Monthly
Salary

Qualificatio^Standards

Education Training Experience Eligibility Competency (if applicable)
Place cf

Assignment

1 TEACHER ll-ELEM TCH2-523542-1998 12 26,052.00 Bachelor of Elementary Education (BEEd) or Bachelor's degree
plus 18 professional units in Education None required 1 year relevant

experience P3ET/Teacher/RA1030 Cebu Province

2 TEACHER ll-ELEM TCH2-521317-1998 12 26,052.00 Bachelor of Elementary Education (BEEd) or Bachelor's degree
plus 18 professional units in Education None required 1 year relevant

experience PBET/Teacher/RA1080 Cebu Province

3 TEACHER l-SHS TCH1-512146-2016 11 23,877.00

ACADEMIC-Bacheloris degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 15 units of
specialization in relevant strand/subject (per DO No.3,s.2016);
TVL-Bacheioris degree; or completion of technical-vocational
ccurse(s) in the area of specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016

ammended DO No.51, s. 2017); SPORTS-
Bachelor’s degree majoring in fields under the Track; or any

Bachelor's degree plus 15 units of specialization in fields under
the track (per DO No. 3, s. 2016) ARTS &

DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with a major in field(s) under the
Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus at least 15 units of

specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &

DESIGN)-None
required

None required

Applicants for a permanent
position: RA 1080 (Teacher) if not
RA 1080 eligible, they must pass
the LET within five (5) years after
the date of first hiring; Applicants

for contractual position: None
required; Practitioners (part-time

only): None required

Cebu Province

4 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511497-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject, or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a m^

'or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province



5 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512680-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject, or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

6 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512681-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

7 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511265-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

8 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511295-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

t



9 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511329-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

10 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511335-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

11 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511496-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree mooring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

12 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511498-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree mooring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

t



13 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511565-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1030; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

14 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511567-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

15 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511602-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelors degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of traning
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

16 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511607-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province



17 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511608-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

18 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511613-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

19 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511614-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree mooring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

20 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512311-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

1



21 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512323-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

22 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512325-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DES!GN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

23 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512326-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DE$IGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

24 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512377-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

t



25 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512331-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bacheior's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACA.D)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

26 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512347-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bacheior's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree mooring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within frve(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

27 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512374-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bacheior's degree mooring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

28 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512407-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bacheior's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

L



29 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512449-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMiC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

30 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512450-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMiC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

31 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512454-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMiC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

32 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512455-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMiC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

4



33 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512458-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

34 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512483-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atlesst 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

35 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512486-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

36 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512508-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

f



37 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512509-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject, or any Bachelor's degree plus atJeast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-Mone
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1030; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

38 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512537-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atJeast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

39 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512543-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atJeast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

40 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512544-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province



41 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512577-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

42 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512592-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

43 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512618-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree mooring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

44 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512619-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

t



45 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512620-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

46 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512624-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DE$IGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

47 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512625-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

48 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512626-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

t



49 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512627-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +

TMC1 (Appropriate to
the specialization):
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

50 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512642-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NCII +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization):
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

51 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512672-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

52 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512679-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

f



53 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512682-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2Q16); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teachinc/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

54 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512695-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

55 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512714-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree mooring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

56 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512715-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.

2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province



57 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512716-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bacheior's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

53 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512721-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bacheior's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

59 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512722-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bacheior's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

60 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512729-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bacheior's degree mooring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NCII +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

t



61 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512731-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

62 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512739-2017 12 26.052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

63 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512750-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

64 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512752-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject, or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

f



65 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512754-2017 12 26.052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL) -six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

66 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512759-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.

2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry wort;

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

67 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512760-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

68 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512761-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject, or any Bachelor’s degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

i



69 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512764-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

70 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512765-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

71 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-512769-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

72 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510845-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

t



73 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510846-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

74 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510847-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-BacheloTs degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

75 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510849-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject, or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.

2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree mooring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

76 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510850-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

t



77 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510851-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

78 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510859-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bacheloris degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

79 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510860-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bacheloris degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

80 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510861-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree mooring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

t



81 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510873-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

82 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510877-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

83 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510887-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

84 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510889-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree mooring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

f



85 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510891-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

86 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510893-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

87 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510901-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

CTVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

88 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510903-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080j If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

f



89 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510904-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

90 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510905-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

91 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510906-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s,2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

92 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510907-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

f



93 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510908-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

94 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510909-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

95 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510910-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree mooring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

96 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510911-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province



97 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510912-2019 12 26.052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

98 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510913-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

99 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510914-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject, or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

100 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510915-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province



101 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510916-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s,2016); TVl-Bacheloris degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

102 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510917-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVl-Bacheloris degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry wori<

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

103 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510918-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

104 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510919-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject, or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

t



105 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510920-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject, or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

106 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510921-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

107 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510922-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

108 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510923-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree mooring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

t



109 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510924-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

110 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510925-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

111 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510926-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master’s degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

112 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510927-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.

2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

f



113 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510928-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject, or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.

2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

114 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510938-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

115 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510944-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
wori< experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) yea-

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

116 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510945-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree mooring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

1



117 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510949-2019 12 26.052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject or any Bachelor’s degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

118 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510951-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor’s degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

119 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-510952-2019 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor’s degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

120 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511073-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor’s degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

?



121 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511076-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bacheloris degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

122 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511443-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor’s degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

123 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511511-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree mooring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor’s degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

124 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511527-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atieast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.
2017); SPORTS-Bachelor’s degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bacheloris degree with
a m^or in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080: If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

I



125 TEACHER ll-SHS TCH2-511606-2017 12 26,052.00

ACADEMIC-Bachelor's degree majoring in the relevant
strand/subject; or any Bachelor's degree plus atleast 6 units

towards a Master's degree in relevant strand/subject (per DO
No.3,s.2016); TVL-Bachelor's degree; or

completion of technical-vocational course(s) in the area of
specialization (per DO No. 3, s.2016 ammended DO No.51, s.

2017); SPORTS-Bachelor's degree majoring in
fields under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree plus 15 units

of specialization in fields under the track (per DO No. 3, s.
2016) ARTS & DESIGN-Bachelor's degree with
a major in field(s) under the Track; or any Bachelor's degree
plus at least 15 units of specialization in the relevant subject

(ACAD)-None
required;

(TVL)-At least NC II +
TMC1 (Appropriate to

the specialization);
(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-Four(4)
hours of training
relevant to the

courses in the Strand

(ACAD)-None
required; (TVL)-six (6)

months of relevant
teaching or six (6)
months of industry
work experience;

(SPORTS/ARTS &
DESIGN)-one (1) year

relevant
teaching/industry work

experience

RA 1080; If not they must pass the
LET within five(5) years after the

date of first hiring
Cebu Province

126 TEACHER lll-JHS TCH3-511458-2017 13 28,276.00 Bachelor of Secondary Education (BSEd) or Bachelor's degree
plus 18 professional units in Education with appropriate major

None required 2 Years relevant
experience PBETTTeacher/RA 1080 Cebu Province

127 ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
IV-ELEM ADOF4-510001-2021 15 33,575.00 Bachelor's degree relevant to the job 4 hours of relevant

training
1 years of relevant

experience
Career Service (Professional)

Second Level Eligibility Cebu Province

128 TEACHER lll-JHS TCH3-510840-2017 13 28,276.00 Bachelor of Secondary Education (BSEd) or Bachelor's degree
plus 18 professional units in Education with appropriate major None required 2 Years relevant

experience PBET/Teacher/RA 1080 Cebu Province

129 TEACHER l-ELEM TCH1-510361-2007 11 23,877.00 Bachelor of Elementary Education (BEEd) or Bachelor's degree
plus 18 professional units in Education None required None required PBETTTeacher/RA1080 Cebu Province

Interested and qualified applicants should signify their interest in writing. Attach the following documents to the application letter and send to the address below not later than

1. Fully accomplished Personal Data Sheet (PDS) with recent passport-sized picture (CS Form No. 212, Revised 2017) which can be downloaded at www.csc.gov.ph;
2. Performance rating in the present position for one (1) year (if applicable);
3. Photocopy of certificate of eligibility/rating/license;
4. Photocopy of Transcript of Records; and
5. Proof of relevant experience and training certificates relevant to the position applied (if applicable)

QUALIFIED APPLICANTS are advised to hand in or send through courier/email their application to:

AREJOS, MPAMONINA SA
Administrative Officer IV-HRMO

IPHO Bldg, Sudlon, Lahug, Cebu City

APPLICATIONS WITH INCOMPLETE DOCUMENTS SHALL NOT BE ENTERTAINED.

Sunday, November 28, 2021




